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When is enough enough?
We could begin this article by talking how, once again, America
plunged yet deeper into full-out fascism in this past week. And it
would be true. And all too many people would nod and go, “Yeah,
that’s messed up,” and they would turn on Game of Thrones or
the NBA playoffs or even one of the “woke” shows.
And that would be it. Another week of going deeper into fascism
in the most dangerous powerful nation and military in human
history. And it’s ho fucking hum, turn the page.
Yet the reality IS that the Trump/Pence regime DID take the
country and the world deeper into fascism. Fascism. Fascism.
So, again—when is enough, enough?
Reflect on just these outrageous fascist moves that particularly
stood out this past week.
FIRST, the fascist movement which Trump continues
to shape and harden was on ugly display at his packed
fascist rally in Panama City, Florida, where Trump
goaded his thuggish followers to shout out for
shooting immigrants at the border—to which he
smiled and essentially lamented that he couldn’t order
that. At the same time, the Trump/Pence regime
stepped up attacks on immigrants, which will destroy
families and lives.
SECOND, ominously heightening the danger of war,
Trump escalated his military and economic threats
and provocations against Iran—while also
heightening tensions with China, North Korea, and
Venezuela. While each of these conflicts predate
Trump, in the Trump/Pence regime’s fascist “America
First” approach to the world, the danger of even more
devastating war looms as the Trump/Pence regime
shatters previous international agreements, and moves
to aggressively set new terms as a bully unrestrained.
AND, dominating the headlines, the conflict within
the ruling class—focused in Congress, dramatically
sharpened up with Trump flagrantly flaunting what
have been governing norms of Congressional

oversight of the president and the executive branch,
telling his administration to defy all subpoenas to
testify before Congress and refusing to turn over
documents like his tax returns.
Each of these moves is part of a fascist agenda that the
Trump/Pence regime as a whole is advancing step-by-step—or,
to be more accurate, relentlessly, like a juggernaut. And, in
response, the Democratic Party politicians carry on what amount
to cheap theatrics. They huff and puff that Trump’s defiance is a
Constitutional Crisis, but in actual practice they play a waiting
game. They tell people to put all their eggs into the 2020 election.
Nancy Pelosi opines that Trump is “self-impeaching”—whatever
that means besides throwing smoke in people’s eyes to say that
“you—and we in Congress—don’t have to stand on any principle,
and mount any real resistance to Trump.”
Then she goes to the absurd in a comment that positively reeks of
capitulation, musing that Trump probably won’t leave office unless
he’s defeated in a landslide—besides being highly unlikely, Pelosi
is objectively conceding in advance to what many already predict
would be sharp and perhaps violent resistance to Trump losing in
2020. Trump himself hinted at this with talk about his silent
support among the military, the police, and the “bikers for Trump.”
Step outside the obscene, the absurd, the psychotic, and the
theatrics of Donald Trump and recognize that these
characteristics are all part and parcel of how fascist leaders bust
up the norms of bourgeois democracy. There is a method and
program with very powerful backing that has developed over
decades among a section of the U.S. ruling class towards firmly
asserting the white supremacist, patriarchal Christian Nation as
the shining light and enforcer around the world—and that to do
that requires a fascist form of rule. No more multiculturalism,
secularism, multilateralism. But white America uber alles.
As one sharp and ugly manifestation of this last week, the state
of Alabama was in the final stages of passing a bill that not only
makes all abortions illegal but would put doctors who do them
in prison for up to 99 years. With the courts packed as they are
now with fascists—many appointed by Trump/Pence—it grows
increasingly likely that such bills will be upheld. This is a
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